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CITY COUNCIL QUARTERLY REPORT
Q3 FY 2020
April 15, 2020
The Honorable Brenda Jones, President
Detroit City Council
Coleman A. Young Municipal Activity Center, 13th Floor
Detroit, MI 48226
Subject: City Council Quarterly Report, 3rd Quarter FY 2020, Detroit Land Bank Authority
Dear Council President Jones:
I am pleased to submit this quarterly report on behalf of the Detroit Land Bank Authority
(DLBA). As always, the DLBA is dedicated to serving the people of Detroit by returning
blighted and vacant properties to productive use. Near the close of this quarter, the
coronavirus pandemic hit our city. Navigating this global health emergency required
flexibility, creativity, and sensitivity from the DLBA. Our staff began working remotely on
March 16th and continue assisting the public and operating at near full capacity – limited
only by the closure of partner agencies. However, the longer coronavirus restrictions
remain in place, the higher the toll on DLBA functions and revenue. You’ll find detailed
information about COVID-19’s impact on the DLBA in a special section of this report. The
ultimate scope of the pandemic’s impact on the city is still unknown, but I am confident
the DLBA will prove to be a valuable tool in helping Detroit recover.
Despite challenges associated with coronavirus and the transition to remote operations, the DLBA
posted strong third-quarter results. This quarter, Disposition closed on the sale of 652 Auction
and Own It Now properties and sold 304 Side Lots. The end of the Hardest Hit Fund demolition
program is drawing near, and while knocks are on hold due to COVID-19 restrictions, just 65 houses
remain in the HHF pipeline. To date, MSHDA has reimbursed $242,045,664.56 for 13,965 HHF
demolitions. DLBA buyers continue to succeed in renovating blighted houses and turning them into
homes, with 4,298 properties achieving Compliance so far. To date, the DLBA’s impact on Detroit’s
neighborhoods represents an estimated economic value of $582,815,330.56.
During the third quarter, staff laid the groundwork to double the amount of vacant land
available for sale. Through collaboration with City Council staff, City planning agencies,
and DLBA departments, the Inventory team created a new Vacant Land Policy. The DLBA’s
Board of Directors approved the policy in March, and the Inventory and Disposition
teams will focus their fourth-quarter efforts on the successful rollout of the several new
programs, including Oversize Lots, Neighborhood Lots, Infill Housing Lots, and Land Review
Areas. The Vacant Land Policy is a direct response to feedback from City Council and the
community, and the DLBA is eager to fulfill Detroiters’ requests to buy more land in their
neighborhoods.

Community engagement remains a priority amid social distancing constraints. Before the
suspension of in-person meetings, the Community Affairs team attended 47 events, and
now outreach efforts are focused on social media and virtual meeting platforms. Client
Services remains fully operational; thanks to the DLBA’s robust technology, call center
representatives are answering the DLBA’s mainline from their homes, assisting residents,
and tracking inquiries in Salesforce.
The DLBA remains committed to improving the quality of life for all Detroiters by advancing
holistic blight remediation efforts, making homeownership accessible and affordable, and
expanding access to property.
Sincerely,

Saskia Thompson
Executive Director
Detroit Land Bank Authority

A Continued Partnership Focused on Visibility & Accessibility to the Community

DLBA
FAST FACTS
Q3 FY2020

SALES:
Structures:
Auction & OIN Sold: 874
Auction & OIN Closings: 652
Community Partner Sold: 33
Projects Sold: 39
Side Lots Sold: 304
Rehabbed & Ready Sold Since Inception: 71
INVENTORY:
Total properties: 87,636
Vacant land: 66,956
Structures: 22.061
• Residential: 20,144
• Non-Residential: 92
• Accessory: 557
Side Lots for sale: 26, 321

DEMOLITION:
400 properties under contract per month since
restructuring procurement July 2018.
HHF reimbursed spending to date: $242,045,664.56
HHF total structures demolished and reimbursed to date
13,965:
• HHF1: 3,915
• HHF 2: 2,995
• HHF3: 1,465
• HHF 4: 2,339
• HHF 5: 3,251
HHF grant remaining: $23,329,161.33
COMPLIANCE: (program to date):
All Programs (Auction, OIN, Community Partners & NAP)
• Currently monitored: 4,464
• Achieved compliance: 4,298

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
Q3 community meetings: 47
Community emails answered: 553
Q3 Office walk-ins: 2,170
Client Services calls answered: 21,691

•
•
•
•

KEY STATS:
Economic value to Detroit’s neighborhoods: $582,815,330.56
Total Side Lots sold: 14,392
8,899 total structure closings across all programs, including CP, Projects, BNP, Buy
Back, etc.
24,406 total sales across programs since inception
313-974-6869
COMMUNITYRELATIONS@DETROITLANDBANK.ORG
BUILDINGDETROIT.ORG
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COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT
The Detroit Land Bank Authority is observing Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s Executive Order 2020-21
(COVID-19), with all employees working from home. DLBA staff transitioned to Work from Home (WFH)
operations on March 16th, a week prior to the order, to proactively protect its staff and constituents.
Despite the challenges of the coronavirus pandemic the DLBA continued to operate at near full capacity
through the end of the third quarter. By leveraging technology, the DLBA is able to maintain all essential
functions across departments and remain accessible to the community.
Fortunately, the DLBA was already well equipped to transition to Work from Home (WFH) before the
State mandate. The Operations team spent the last two years integrating cloud-based systems into
the DLBA workflow including the Salesforce database, Microsoft Office applications, and the UC-One
telecommunications platform. These systems optimize daily operations for DLBA employees, facilitating
collaboration and efficiency; they also allowed for a successful, seamless shift to remote work. Now land
bank employees leverage the organization’s advanced technology to ensure the DLBA’s mission is fulfilled
despite limitations related to COVID-19.
While service and sales remained strong in March, the organization anticipates extension of the State’s “Stay
Home” order into the fourth quarter will significantly impact sales and closing revenue, staffing, pipeline
capacity, and programmatic initiatives and necessitate creative solutions for community engagement, as
well as disposition and inventory strategies.
SALES AND CLOSINGS
Disposition
• Auction, Own It Now, and Side Lot sales continue on buildingdetroit.org. The DLBA is completing
transactions, accepting payment, and signing documents electronically. Partner title companies are
facilitating sale closings on their premises on behalf of the DLBA. These actions align with Executive
Order 2020-21 (COVID-19). However, the DLBA expects a sharp decline in sales moving into next
quarter due to coronavirus restrictions and economic impact.
օ Auction: Staff anticipates a 30% decline in sales at the start of the fourth quarter.
օ Own It Now: Staff project a 50% decline in bidders and a 30% decline in sales at the start of the
fourth quarter. We have seen a 30% decline in sales for the month of April, along with a 50%
decline in bidders during this time period.
օ Side Lots: Spring is typically a strong season for Side Lot sales, but the team expects sales to be
down as much as 60% to start the fourth quarter.
• Partner title companies are facilitating sale closings on their premises on behalf of the DLBA. These
actions align with Executive Order 2020-21 (COVID-19).
օ By the end of the quarter, the Closing team had a robust schedule set for April and May, but
the Disposition Department anticipates many buyers will request to cancel or delay closings
due to health and financial concerns associated with the pandemic. This quarter the DLBA
scheduled approximately 300 closings per month, that number may be reduced by 50% or
more.
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COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT
STAFF
Human Resources
• Currently recruiting for two key positions to enable the Salesforce Team’s continued service to the
DLBA.
• Hiring for other departments is on hold until further notice.
• The HR department is working with managers to assess staffing needs and workflow in the fourth
quarter.
• Coordinating with AFLAC and other benefits providers to ensure any staff impacted by COVID-19 are
assisted with filing the proper claims.
Operations
• Continued collaboration with Legal, Public Relations, and the Executive Director to inform and update DLBA staff regarding organization challenges and resources.
• Operations implemented alternative Office Management procedures in compliance with the “Stay
Home” order ensuring continuation of essential services, processing of DLBA mail, direct equipment
shipping, and remote IT support to support staff during WFH.
PIPELINE CAPACITY
Inventory
• Due to restrictions on field work, there are a limited number of homes ready for sale. As a result, the
Inventory Department reduced auction listings to one home per day beginning March 27th If field
work resumes in early May, staff anticipate being able to maintain listings without interruption and
resuming a normal listing rate of two per day by the end of the fourth quarter.
• Staff planned to ramp up Own It Now listings next quarter to prepare for the summer selling season,
but due to the field work limitations under Executive Order 2020-21, this increase will occur in the
first quarter of fiscal year 2021, pending market responsiveness.
• Maintenance is limited to emergencies only due to COVID-19 restrictions. Emergency situations that
threaten resident health or safety, such as dangerous fallen trees, downed power lines, or collapsing structures are assessed and submitted to the appropriate agency for immediate response. The
inventory team is recording all other maintenance concerns and will review once more widespread
maintenance is legally permissible.
• Due to limited printing operations, staff postponed the large-scale posting of new Side Lot listings
previously scheduled for the end of the quarter. Individual inquiries are still addressed on a one-off
basis with existing inventory.
Legal Action
• Due to court closures, Quiet Title, Nuisance Abatement, and Drug House unit filings are on hold.
օ The Quiet Title team is researching new cases and building a catalogue to file once courts
reopen.
• Nuisance Abatement Program field operations and postering are suspended but the team continues
to work on existing cases and agreements remotely.
Demolition
• Demolition activity is limited under current government restrictions. City Demolition Program Director LaJuan Counts issued notice to all demolition contractors on March 23rd that knocks are
suspended. This action impacts 65 remaining HHF demolitions. Demolition debris load outs and
open hole work will proceed until the sites reach Winter Grade. Review of invoices and payments to
contractors will continue uninterrupted.
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COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT
PROGRAMMATIC INITATIVES & ADJUSTMENTS
Compliance
• The Compliance Team provided all property owners a 30-day extension as a reprieve from
reporting requirements, allowing property owners to focus on public health priorities. Compliance
representatives also suspended outbound calls and automatic emails requesting updates from
delinquent property owners.
• Involuntary reconveyance notices and legal action are suspended until further notice.
• The team modified external email communications to remove language that could be considered
insensitive during this time (i.e. Delinquent, Update Required, Risk of Reconveyance)
• Compliance Representatives continue to monitor and communicate with property owners remotely
and the team is utilizing WFH time to clear backlogs.
Occupied Properties
• All evictions and removals are on hold in accordance with the statewide moratorium. All investigations
are suspended, except for high priority requests evaluated for risk of imminent harm on a case by
case basis. The DLBA will only refer high priority removals, with an increased risk of imminent harm,
to DPD for ticketing.
• The DLBA is coordinating with the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) to increase
access to running water for current occupants of DLBA-owned properties. However, water service
restoration or activation is directly related to the COVID-19 outbreak and does not guarantee
occupant’s participation in Occupied Properties programs such as Buy Back or Occupied Non-Profit.
• Buy Back
օ All Buy Back property inspections are on hold in accordance with the Executive Order.
օ Home Preservation Courses, taught by Buy Back non-profit partner organizations, will transition
from in-person to online format.
օ All Buy Back closings are on hold. Staff is working to transact, accept payment and sign some
documents electronically. The Disposition Department is currently projecting at least a 20%
decline in 2020 Buy Back closings.
• Occupied Non-Profit
օ All Occupied Non-Profit closings are on hold due to the office closure. There are no ONP
properties in the closing pipeline currently. Staff is working to transact, accept payment and
sign documents electronically.
Building Blocks & Side Lot Fairs
• All DLBA-sponsored sales events are suspended while social distancing recommendations remain in
place. Respective teams continue to organize and plan for events to resume as soon as possible once
the government lifts COVID-19 related restrictions.
Rehabbed & Ready
• The R&R team suspended all construction related activities.
• Social distancing restrictions forced the team to cancel all scheduled/future open houses, buyer
inspections, appraisal appointments, pre-sale inspections, warranty repairs (unless deem an
emergency), and neighborhood outreach events. These activities will remain on hold while health
and safety restrictions remain in place.
Finance
• The Finance Department transitioned from check-based transactions to wire and ACH payments.
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COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT
COMMUNITY IMPACT
Open Houses
• All Open Houses for Auction and Rehabbed & Ready, as well as private showings for Auction, Own It
Now, and Rehabbed & Ready are suspended due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Client Services
• The DLBA moved to WFH operations on March 16th, prior to the Governor’s executive order, but kept
limited employees in the office to perform critical functions, including a rotation of Client Services
staff. From March 16th through March 20th, the DLBA’s public lobby remained open. However, due
to the size of its lobby, the DLBA required appointments for service to maintain social distancing.
Following the Governor’s executive order directing everyone to “Stay Home, Stay Safe”, the DLBA
suspended public lobby service.
• Client Services continues to operate the DLBA call center remotely, Monday – Friday, 9 am – 5 pm.
• The team created a dedicated email address, inquire@detroitlandbank.org, to centralize virtual
appointment scheduling and expand accessibility.
Community Affairs
• While coronavirus-related restrictions remain in place, the Community Affairs team cannot host inperson Office Hours or attend community meetings.
• The team is expanding its use of social media platforms to connect with constituents remotely
including Facebook and Instagram Live to educate potential buyers and answer residents’ questions.
For the next quarter, the team plans to use video conferencing to host virtual Office Hours and
connect with City Council and District Managers, as well as promote “how-to” videos as resources
for potential buyers.
Public Meetings
• The DLBA Board of Directors met March 20th -- prior to “Stay Home” restrictions -- with a mix of
limited, in-person and virtual attendance to maintain social distancing. The Board cancelled March
committee meetings due to coronavirus concerns.
• The Board will conduct virtual meetings, open to the public, during the fourth quarter while social
distancing recommendations remain in place.
• All Board of Directors meeting schedules and minutes are available on buildingdetroit.org.
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Requests
• FOIA requests received during the WFH period will be processed as usual within required timeframes,
except for FOIA responses that require documents only accessible from DLBA offices. If such a request
is received, the DLBA will invoke the Governor’s Executive Order 2020-38 (COVID-19) regarding FOIA,
extending response deadlines until DLBA staff returns to the office. The DLBA did not receive any
new FOIA requests during the WFH period of the third quarter.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TAMMY DANIELS

The Deputy Executive Director supports the Executive Director in the development and implementation
of the Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) strategic initiatives and policies. Promoted from Demolition
Director at the close of the fiscal year 2019, Tammy Daniels transitioned to Deputy Executive Director in
the first quarter of the fiscal year 2020. The transition was the first step in a reorganization, instrumental
to identifying critical areas for organizational growth and promoting best practices.
Under the new structure, the Deputy Executive Director oversees the following departments:
• Demolition
• Compliance
• Public Relations & Strategic Initiatives
DEMOLITION
The DLBA, in partnership with the Mayor’s Office, City Council, and the Detroit Building Authority (DBA),
continues to impact all Council districts through its various demolition programs. The DLBA gears its target
demolitions within the federally designated HHF geographic boundaries toward reducing blight and spurring
economic activity in these neighborhoods. The DLBA’s strategic demolition efforts are complemented by
strategic reinvestment and rehabilitation, leading to significant increases in property values across the city.
HARDEST HIT FUNDS
The federal Hardest Hit Fund (HHF) program administered by the DLBA is near completion, with all
remaining funds now under contract and fewer than 65 structures slated to be torn down with HHF dollars.
As or March 31, 2020, MSHDA has reimbursed the DLBA $242,045,664.56 for 13,965 demolitions across
all five rounds of HHF.
As of the close of this reporting period, two rounds of HHF funding are currently open, as the DLBA
successfully closed out HHF2, HHF3 and HHF4 during the last reporting period.
MSHDA Grant Reimbursement Payments Received (Since 2014)
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Please see the Hardest Hit Fund Program tab of www.buildingdetroit.org for a complete list of properties demolished and released to contractors. The DLBA continues to work diligently with the demolition
contractors to ensure their invoices and supporting documents are correct, complete, and processed in a
timely manner.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS
McDonagh
In February 2019, the Detroit Building Authority (DBA) the DLBA’s HHF project manager received
credible information that McDonagh Demolition foundation walls, slabs, and other demolition debris
buried at multiple sites, in direct violation of their contractual obligations. The DLBA and DBA issued a
Stop Work Order immediately and launched an internal investigation requiring McDonagh to verify all
sites were properly excavated, debris removed, and backfilled. As of the date of this report, McDonagh
has completed all the work necessary to close out its contracts and is currently submitting invoices
accordingly. On March 23, 2020, the DLBA received notification from the Office of Inspector General
that it had closed out its investigation of McDonagh Demolition based upon a finding by SIGTARP that
while McDonagh buried debris on residential lots, that debris was not hazardous, and did not pose a risk
to the health, safety, or welfare of residents.
City of Detroit Office of Inspector General: Third Party Air Monitoring Contractors
On August 9, 2019, the City of Detroit’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued interim suspensions for
BBEK Environmental, Green Way, HC Consultants and principals representing all three companies, for
violations of MCL 338.3221 which requires air quality monitors be wholly independent and of abatement
contractors. These suspensions expired on January 31, 2020.
On September 20, 2019, the OIG issued an interim suspension for Environmental Specialty Services (ESS)
due to their alleged involvement in criminal activity related to the demolition program and the fact that
asbestos abatement impacts the health and safety of Detroit residents. On March 9, 2020, the DLBA
received notification that the OIG issued a final decision, which included a 20-year debarment for ESS
and its owner Richard Berg.
SIGTARP
On June 4, 2019, at the request of U.S. Representatives Brenda Lawrence and Rashida Talib, SIGTARP
initiated an evaluation to update its review of technical and other requirements for demolitions in the
HHF Blight Elimination Program in Michigan. SIGTARP, with the Army Corp of Engineers, evaluated
active and completed demolition activities in Detroit, analyzing demolitions in relation to industry
best practices and safeguards to determine any program risks. On March 19, 2020, SIGTARP issued
its Evaluation Report finding that the Michigan agency had made significant progress in implementing
some of SIGTARP’s November 2017 recommendations, significantly mitigating risk.
DEMOLITION ADVANCE FUND
On March 31, 2015, through the approval of City Council, the $20 million Demolition Advance Fund
(“DAF”) was created. The sole purpose of the DAF was to ensure the DLBA had sufficient cash flow
to make payments to contractors providing services under the HHF program, while the DLBA awaits
reimbursement payments from MSHDA. The DLBA in partnership with the Office of the CFO has been
working to amend the Memorandum of Understanding with the City to ensure conformity with the City
Council’s Resolution that created the DAF. The amended agreement will be presented to City Council
upon completion.
As a result of the DLBA’s efforts, working in conjunction with MSHDA and its City partners, more than
13,965 blighted structures were demolished with HHF money. The DLBA estimates that more than
15,000 structures will be demolished and funded with the DLBA’s total HHF allocation. Removal of these
blighted structures from the City’s landscape stabilizes neighborhoods and motivates the real estate
market, both of which are crucial to the City’s resurgence.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

PROPERTY REHABILITATION
Rehabbed & Ready
Rehabbed & Ready (R&R) is a philanthropic initiative to improve residential market values and bolster
home ownership in the City of Detroit. Through collaboration with Quicken Loans, HRD, PDD and the
Department of Neighborhoods dilapidated DLBA structures undergo full rehabilitation to at- or abovemarket conditions. As a neighborhood-based initiative, there are parallel efforts in place to reduce
blight and encourage occupancy via the DLBA’s existing demolition, nuisance abatement programs and
disposition programs in neighborhoods selected for the Rehabbed & Ready projects.
• R&R Closings. The R&R team has successfully renovated and sold a total of 71 residential properties,
with new homeowners moving into neighborhoods including Crary/St Marys, College Park,
Evergreen-Outer Drive, Bagley, Schulze, East English Village, Martin Park, Greenfield-Grandriver,
and Morningside.
• Open Houses remain a staple in the R&R program, ensuring prospective buyers have ample
opportunity to view new listings.
• Rehabbed & Ready public open houses occur on Wednesdays and Sundays, for the entire time a
home is listed for sale.
• Rehabbed & Ready private showings can be scheduled through buildingdetroit.org for any day
except for Saturday.
• Neighborhood Engagement: As of the close of this quarter, there are 2,690 individuals on R&R’s
e-mail marketing list for updates on new listings, price reductions, and offer deadlines.
Rehabbed & Ready is working on two strategic partnerships.
• Michigan Historic Preservation Network: Russell Woods is a local Historic District. This will be the
Property Rehab team's first entrance into a Historically Designated neighborhood. MHPN will join
the project in a project management and consulting role to help the DLBA team navigate the
historic rehabilitation process and lend their preservation expertise.
• University of Detroit Mercy School of Architecture: 4098 Fullerton in Russell Woods is the subject
property for a design studio course. Students will create a Design Packet for the Property Rehab
Team's review, finalize and put into action with the DLBA's construction team.
օ Students have made tremendous process. Their last class is April 17, 2020, and the students
plan to finalize their design this summer.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Rehabbed & Ready
Fitzgerald Neighborhood Rehab Status
• Properties: 7
• Funded: $500,000 City of Detroit and $500,000 DLBA
• All seven properties are currently under construction.

Property Before and After Renovation

IVGV Neighborhood Rehab Status
• Properties: 16
• Completes: 2
• Under Construction: 1
• The R&R team is preparing the remaining 13 for rehabilitation and other sales strategies.

R&R house on Seyburn in District 5, to be listed for sale in Q4.
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Rehabbed & Ready

Property Before and After Renovation

R&R house on Townsend in District 5, currently listed for sale.

COMPLIANCE
In the second quarter of FY2020, the Detroit Land Bank Authority transitioned its Compliance Team
from the Legal Department to the Deputy Executive Director’s oversight. The restructuring of the
Compliance Team optimized internal operations, client communications, and requirements; improving
DLBA-buyer experience and renovation success. During the last quarter, Antoine Glenn joined the
Compliance Team as its first Assistant Director. The Compliance team is now fully operating under its
revised structure.

Before and After, Action Property on Pingree
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The DLBA’s Compliance Team enforces agreements signed by property owners who have either purchased
a property from the DLBA (“Sales Compliance”) or whose property was the subject of a Nuisance
Abatement Program action (“NAP Compliance”). For both Sales and NAP Compliance, property owners
agree to rehabilitate the property within six (6) months and provide regular updates to the Compliance
Team documenting and verifying progress. If a property owner is not able to achieve compliance within
the initial timeframe but has shown acceptable “proof of progress,” the Compliance Team provides 90day extensions. The Compliance team provides an automatic 90-day extension for properties located in
a historic district or properties purchased in the winter.
The Sales Compliance reporting period begins on the date of closing when the property owner takes
title to the property and obtains possession. At closing, the property owner simultaneously executes a
Reconveyance Deed the DLBA can record if the property owner fails to rehabilitate the property and meet
the obligations outlined in the purchase agreement. Achieving Sales Compliance involves an objective,
three-part criteria including:
1. Obtaining the appropriate inspection from the City of Detroit’s Buildings, Safety, Engineering, and
Environmental Department (BSEED)
2. Occupying the property
3. Exterior maintained - no boards, no blight.
The NAP Compliance program works with property owners who have entered into an agreement to
avoid or stop litigation on properties identified as vacant, blighted, and a nuisance. The agreement
outlines their responsibilities for rehabilitating or demolishing the property or selling it to someone who
will. If the property owner fails to provide “proof of progress” on the subject property, the Compliance
Team transfers the matter to DLBA attorneys for court action. To achieve NAP Compliance owners must
demonstrate the property is no longer a nuisance to the residents and the neighborhoods evidenced by
occupancy and exterior maintenance – no boards, no blight. After achieving NAP Compliance, the DLBA
releases its lis pendens and dismisses the lawsuit.
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Before and After, Own It Now house on Monica Street
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Fifth Third Bank Grant
In 2018, the Detroit Land Bank Authority received a $50,000 grant from Fifth Third Bank, to help property
owners make their homes livable. This grant is extremely helpful to property purchasers who do not
have the funds needed to complete the final steps of the renovation process.
The DLBA uses its Fifth Third allotment to provide mini-grants (up to $5,000) for specific, final items
necessary to make the property livable. These items include the following:
• Furnace
• Water Heater
• Final bathroom fixtures (sink, toilet)
• Kitchen appliances (stove and refrigerator)
To be eligible, potential grantees must:
• Be low-to-moderate income (dependent on household size and current Area Median Income data
or be on public assistance)
• Be a current or future owner-occupant of the property
• Be current on property taxes
• Not own any other properties in the City of Detroit
• Have completed their home renovation except for only one of the following
օ Be low-to-moderate income (dependent on household size and current Area Median Income
data or be on public assistance)
օ Be a current or future owner-occupant of the property
օ Be current on property taxes
օ Not own any other properties in the City of Detroit
օ Have completed their home renovation except for only one of the following.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Grantees

Results and Impact
The Fifth Third Grant allowed four property owners to achieve compliance and gain a release of interest
on their deed.
• Devin D. is a single mother who purchased her DLBA house in 2016 and overcame countless
barriers including theft, vandalism, and extensive mold issues. Thanks to the Compliance grant, she
was able to purchase the furnace needed to move into her home just in time for Christmas 2019.
(Fox 2 News featured Ms. Devin D. and her home renovations in two stories.)
• Steven W. started working on his East Side home in 2017 and was finally able to install a furnace
using the Compliance grant.
• Dureese O. purchased a furnace with the grant, allowing her to achieve Compliance and keep her
family warm through the winter.
• Natora R. is a new mother who purchased her property in September of 2018. The Compliance
grant allowed her to purchase kitchen appliances to prepare and store food for her baby.

Property owner Devin D. outside her renovated DLBA home.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS & STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
In the second quarter, the DLBA’s Public Information Officer transitioned from the Community Affairs team
to an expanded role as Assistant Director of Public Relations and Strategic Initiatives under the Deputy
Executive Director. In addition to a continued focus on proactive media engagement, the expanded role
includes a targeted effort to identify and remedy internal and external roadblocks and develop process
improvements across the organization. The Assistant Director of Public Relations and Strategic Initiatives
also supervises the new City Council and Government Liaison.
MEDIA RELATIONS
The Assistant Director builds the DLBA’s brand through a multi-faceted communications approach serving
three main goals:
1.
Proactive, positive storytelling through traditional media
2.
Prevention or management of negative media coverage
3.
Internal process and client-facing communication improvements
Positive Storytelling: Features & Mentions

Media Coverage Response & Management

In addition to the management of media stories that were published or broadcast, the PIO answers
and investigates media, citizen, city agency, and inter-departmental property inquiries daily; ultimately
preventing misinformed media coverage.
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Media Outreach & Networking
The Assistant Director also collaborates with local media outlets and filmmakers for long-term planning.
During the quarter, DLBA executives and staff coordinated and participated in a long-form story on
Salesforce filmed by Conde Nast for Wired Magazine’s online platform.
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Content Creation
DLBA leadership and departments often request content creation or revisions for buildingdetroit.org,
internal communications, public statements, inter-agency responses, and special projects. The third
quarter included work on the revised Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Detroit, fulfilling
State of the City requests, FY2021 Budget presentations, U of M Rehabbed & Ready study, Office of the
Auditor General Special Communication response, Vacant Land Policy sessions with Council staff, and
website revisions.
City Council Liaison
In Q2 FY2020, the DLBA created the new role of City Council and Government Liaison. The role is a hub
for inquiries from Council, the Ombudsman, and other government agencies to streamline responses
and identify common challenges faced by stakeholders and clients. During the quarter, the liaison met
with five City Council members and representatives from each member’s staff, the Ombudsman’s Office,
as well as Avery Peeples and Gail Fulton from the Mayor’s Office. So far, these meetings have facilitated
collaboration between Districts 6 and 7 with the DLBA Community Affairs Team. The liaison processed 90
inquiries in the third quarter; the most common requests were related to demolition and maintenance.
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INVENTORY

ROBERT LINN, DIRECTOR
The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) Inventory Department oversees the acquisition, assessment,
and pipeline assignments for all parcels in the DLBA’s Inventory. The department also oversees property
maintenance, data analysis and coordinates with other City agencies to inform a flexible and dynamic
sales strategy for the organization.
VACANT LAND POLICY
This quarter, the DLBA Board of Directors approved a new comprehensive Vacant Land Policy on
March 20, 2020. The Vacant
Land Policy is the culmination
of months of collaboration with
staff in the Disposition and Legal
Departments, coordination with
City planners and City Council
staff, and consultations with DLBA
Board members.
The policies are an important
step in the organization’s efforts
to increase Detroiters’ access to
vacant land. The DLBA operates
the largest Side Lot sale program
in the county, by a wide measure,
and consistently sells more than
2,000 Side Lots each year. Even with Side Lot success, since 2015, the organization’s inventory of vacant
lots increased annually as demolitions and vacant land acquisitions outpaced vacant land sales.
Side Lot Sales, 2014 - 2019
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To address this imbalance, the organization’s new Vacant Land Policy expands the existing Side Lot Policy
and creates four new channels for selling vacant land.
Side Lots
In addition to restating the existing Side Lot Policy, the new Vacant Land Policy makes several improvements,
including the expansion of buyer eligibility to include land contract purchasers, and the added authority
to sell commercial- and industrially-zoned land with an immediate past residential use. The update also
creates a transparent
process for deciding
between
competing
applications,
giving
preference to applicants
who can demonstrate a
history of maintaining the
property and residents
who live street adjacent
to the lot.
Accessory Structures
The new Vacant Land
Policy
also
expands
opportunities to purchase
lots
with
accessory
structures such as a shed,
gazebo, garage, palapa, or
carport. Under the new
policy, eligible buyers
can purchase accessory
structure lots for $250.
Accessory structures are
only available to residents
living on the same street.
Oversize Lots
To address those vacant
lots in the organization’s
inventory that are too
large to qualify as a Side
Lot, the Vacant Land Policy
includes an Oversize Lots
provision.
While the
new policy maintains the
current limit of 7,500
square feet for Side Lots,
lots sold pursuant to the
Oversize Lots section can range in size from 7,501 to 15,000 square feet. The policy requires that listings
be reviewed by City planning agencies and purchasers live street adjacent to the lot. Parcels sold as
Oversize Lots will cost $200.
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Neighborhood Lots
To expand resident access to non-adjacent vacant land, the Vacant Land Policy also provides for a new
program, Neighborhood Lots. Through this channel, owner occupants can purchase vacant lots within
500 feet of their home for $250. This new policy allows residents to purchase lots that are similar to side
lots but are not immediately adjacent to their residences, something our constituents have been asking
for. To make a purchase, residents must receive the endorsement of their block club, neighborhood
association, local community partner, or City Council member. Notably, all sales are subject to a threeyear deed restriction, allowing the DLBA to reconvey the property should the owner be found at fault for
repeated violations of the City maintenance ordinances.
Infill Housing Lots
To create opportunities for small-scale housing developers and incentivize the development of affordable
housing, the Vacant Land Policy creates a mechanism for selling property for small-scale infill housing
developments. Under this provision, DLBA staff can sell bundles of up to three vacant lots for the
development of one-to-four unit infill housing developments, and offer discounts of up to 90% based on
affordable housing commitments.
Land Review Areas
Pursuant to the DLBA’s current Memorandum of Understanding with the City, the DLBA will hold property
at the City’s direction. To better track City housing, planning, and infrastructure development project
hold requests, and to create a more transparent sales process for residents, the Vacant Land Policy also
establishes four types of geographies that limit sales. The policy requires that these areas be published
publicly and establishes objective criteria for identification, such as a formal request from the Planning &
Development Department Director or prevailing home values over the last 12 months.

Overall
Now that the Board of Directors has approved the Vacant Land Policy, DLBA staff is preparing implantation
strategies. Currently, Operations and Administration Department staff are working on the development
of the necessary Salesforce and website functionality to facilitate sales for each of these programs, and
Inventory and Disposition Department are creating operational plans. Staff anticipate on a phased rollout
of the policies, culminating with a full implementation by the end of Q4 2020 or Q1 2021. When fully
implemented, staff estimate that the policies will nearly double the number of DLBA-owned lots available
for sale to residents from 39% to 63%.
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RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
The Inventory Department’s Research and Analysis Team oversees data analysis, data management, and
data creation. The Research and Analysis team also administers the vacant land listing and notification
process. This quarter the R&A team was intensively focused on conducting analyses that directly
contributed to strategic decision making by DLBA Staff.
Inventory Projection
This quarter, the Research and Analysis team devoted significant time and attention to inventory analytics.
The Inventory projection chart demonstrates the expected number of DLBA-owned structures at the
beginning of each fiscal year. There are two models; the first is a projection based on current sales and
demolition patterns. The second model demonstrates a scenario where demolition is limited.
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Both models account for the flow of inventory between the three structure categories (Demolitions,
Sales/Salvage candidates, and Occupied) as well as properties becoming privately owned and properties
with completed demolitions being added to vacant land sales. This chart demonstrates that a slower pace
of demolition has a negative impact on sales and will restrict the ability of individuals to take on the risk
of renovating and occupying structures that are located near houses in need of demolition.
Data Collaboration
The R&A team Collaborated with members from the Legal and Operations departments to facilitate the
strategic use of quarterly Calls for Service data from the Detroit Police Department. This data shows all
calls for service at DLBA-owned properties. The Operations team completed new Salesforce structure
to store the data, allowing the R&A team to create reports the Legal Department can use to address
properties with a high volume of DPD activity.
STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
The Strategic Initiatives Team started the quarter strong, with several successful initiatives. The team
continued to strengthen partnerships to grow Building Blocks, continued to push forward opportunities
with philanthropic support, and engaged other land banks to better understand tools that may increase
the DLBA’s ability to return properties to productive use. The emergence of the novel coronavirus forced
the team to postpone three events in April; however, the team is actively pursuing several strategies for
virtual engagement with Detroit residents and communities
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Building Blocks Events
The team completed its tenth and eleventh Building Blocks events in January and February. On January
25th, 84 attendees heard from a host of resources and participated in a home walk-through with a DLBA
Inspector in District 3’s Sherwood Community. The Project Manager engaged 15 local businesses within
the neighborhood and used the opportunity to market the event to workers. On February 22nd, the
team hosted a Building Blocks event in the Bethune Community in District 2. This community exists on
the G.O.A.L. Line, an initiative which provides transportation to children to participate in the after-school
program on the loop of their choosing. Representatives of the Inventory and Disposition Departments
worked together to engage schools, successfully registering three new schools for the Educator
Discount, and received accolades from Detroit Public Schools Community District Superintendent Dr.
Nikolai Vitti for engagement and coordination of homebuyer opportunities near schools. In total, the
team listed 23 properties for sale within the neighborhood and as of this report, received eighteen
offers. Within two weeks, the DLBA received offers on nearly 70% of the homes, a remarkable response
considering the DLBA’s past struggles in selling homes in the neighborhood.
Performance of Building Block Home Listings 2019-20

Staff worked diligently throughout the third quarter to create standards for a new series of smallerscale events, Building Block Spotlights and Building Block Revisits. Spotlights will focus on leveraging
community-driven events and coordinate the sale of houses around those external activities. Revisits
will re-engage a neighborhood where the DLBA previously hosted a Building Blocks event. The team
worked closely with DLBA’s Compliance department to plan events that allow potential purchasers to
connect with homeowners currently in the Compliance process. The team is also exploring ways to
engage residents on vacant land opportunities at future Building Blocks events.
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Residents engaged with resources at the January 25th Sherwood Building Blocks
While events are currently being postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic, the DLBA remains resolute
in its mission of returning properties back to productive use. The team is actively engaging partners who
have presented at past Building Blocks to source digital resources that can be shared on the webpage
and on social media. The team is also exploring a “Virtual Building Block” concept which would leverage
social media to engage purchasers and bring all the resources that would be at a traditional event to a
larger audience using Facebook and Instagram. These concepts are still in the planning stage and the
team acknowledges the need for greater engagement to ensure equitable access.

Project Manager London Scott honoring Neighborhood Stakeholder Organization Loyola High School,
where the Bethune Building Blocks was hosted on February 22nd, 2020
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Grants
In January, the Strategic Initiatives Team applied for a grant through Kresge Foundation’s Kresge Innovation
Project: Detroit. The primary goals of this project would be to support the planning of a communitydriven land activation approach and to pilot its implementation in concert with DLBA’s Building Blocks
events through July 2021. The foundation asked the team to submit a smaller planning grant proposal to
support planning and engagement around this concept for the 2020 grant round; this proposal will be
submitted in the fourth quarter.
Land Bank Engagement
Over several months, the Strategic Initiatives Team has engaged a number of state and national land
banks on new programmatic opportunities. DLBA often is a national model for other land banks across
the country, but the team believes there is room to incorporate other programs into the organization to
support activating vacant properties. Land Banks that have been engaged include:
•
State Land Bank of Michigan
•
Saginaw County Land Bank Authority
•
Muskegon County Land Bank Authority
•
Cuyahoga County Land Bank Authority
•
Cook County Land Bank Authority
•
Albany Land Bank Authority
NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVES
Property Maintenance
The Neighborhood Initiatives team is tasked with efficiently preparing homes selected for upcoming sale
through the Own It Now and Auction pipelines. Staff assesses the needs of each individual structure to
establish service requirements, including boarding, debris removal and relocation, basement pump-outs,
roof tarping, and creating safe access points for property viewings and Open Houses. Similarly, staff
work with residents to mobilize responses to maintenance related inquiries regarding illegal dumping,
structures open to trespass, tree maintenance, and structure stability, among other concerns.
Sale Preparation
In the third quarter, the DLBA experienced a delay in the processing of title abstracts. The Inventory
Department completed 1,707 inspections this quarter to confirm structures would be suitable sales
candidates. Prior to committing valuable and limited resources toward the property sales preparation
process, it is imperative to confirm clear title. As maintenance needs are often repetitive due to constant
need for illegal dumping removal and board-up, the timing of the property sale preparation is closely
coordinated with the sale date to optimize maintenance funds. In response to the reduced clear title
pipeline, the Inventory Department charged vendor/contractors with providing expeditious response
when a property is deemed clear for sale.
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Through FY2020, the inventory department has completed 3,548 work orders specifically to move
properties toward sale. During the 3rd quarter, 944 of these work orders were completed. This includes
preparing 625 structures for future Own It Now Sales and 138 structures for future Auction sales. In the
3rd quarter, this work included the removal or relocation of over 4,900 CY of debris.

Property Board-Up and Coordination with The General Services Department
The City’s General Services Department (GSD) continues to serve as a dependable partner to the Inventory
Department for response to property maintenance inquiries. During the winter season, most of the
coordination revolves around boarding and securing properties and debris clean-up. This quarter, the
department submitted 378 work orders requests to GSD. GSD completed 274 requests which included
239 for property board-ups, 25 for exterior debris clean-up, and 10 for tree maintenance.
As previously indicated, much of the maintenance on blighted properties is reoccurring. Keeping all
vacant properties boarded is an ongoing effort. As warmer weather and the growing season approaches,
staff anticipate an increase in the number of debris removal, tree trimming, and overgrowth maintenance
inquiries from residents. Department staff will continue coordinating with GSD to address these work
requests as capacity dictates. The DLBA is prepared to engage vendors to cover any gaps in service.
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PROPERTY EVALUATION AND PIPELINE MANAGEMENT
The Property Evaluation and Pipeline Management Division of the Inventory Department combines
property condition information, on-the-ground assessments, zoning, market data, neighborhood plans,
and resident input to determine the best strategy for returning DLBA-owned structures to productive use.
The division uses these data points, balancing condition, location, and public input, to evaluate DLBAowned structures for demolition or sale for renovation. The following chart shows the current break-up
of vacant DLBA-owned structures by current pipeline.

Vacant DLBA-Owned Structures
The Property Evaluation and Pipeline Management team also identifies home sale opportunities and
oversees the preparation and listing of properties for sale. In the third quarter, the Property Evaluation and
Pipeline Management Division listed 952 homes for sale through the Auction and Own It Now programs.
At each of these houses, the DLBA carried out an inspection, title work, and maintenance prior to sale.
The Property Evaluation and Pipeline Management team also focused on increasing the number of
sites prepared for sale through the DLBA’s real estate brokers. This pipeline targets atypical properties
and sites, ranging from bundles of vacant houses to sites with potential for land-based projects and
infill development. The DLBA listed 47 sites comprised of 128 properties (given that many sites contain
multiple parcels).
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As demonstrated in the chart below, the Property Evaluation and Pipeline Management team seeks to
bring a diversity of site types to market, with the goal of serving a range of buyers and project proposals.

Marketing Sites Listed for Sale FY2020 Q3, by Site Type

Through these sales, the Property Evaluation and Pipeline Management team aims to test and scale new
strategies for moving the DLBA’s inventory toward sale and re-use. All sales are reviewed by the City
planning agencies and approved by the DLBA Board of Directors prior to sale.
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FY2020 Q3, Marketing Sites
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DISPOSITION

JANO HANNA, INTERIM DIRECTOR
The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) core blight remediation effort is the disposition of property.
The Disposition Department facilitates structure and land sales through a wide range of programs. Most
of the DLBA’s structure and land transactions are online, through the Auction, Own It Now, and Side Lot
platforms. The DLBA also sells property through the Rehabbed & Ready, Occupied Programs, Projects
team, and, per the Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Detroit, the DLBA also engages in real
estate transactions in support of strategic City initiatives.
AUCTION
The DLBA auctions houses daily on its website, buildingdetroit.org. Auction properties are the DLBA’s
strongest rehabilitation candidates, focused in areas with the best potential return on buyer investment.
The number of available Auction properties continues to decline as the DLBA exhausts its strongest
inventory and moves into neighborhoods with weaker real estate markets and structures requiring more
extensive sales preparation as well as renovation.

OWN IT NOW
Own It Now responds to public requests for properties in emerging neighborhoods. Any person can
contact the DLBA with an address, and with certain exceptions, we will list the property for sale. Once
a property is listed online, offers are accepted 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The first offer on a
property triggers a 72-hour countdown, the person with the highest offer at the close of that timeframe
wins the property.

Does not include failed buyers (a failed buyer is an individual or entity who
paid the initial deposit but did not complete the final purchase of the property)
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BIDDERS
Closings are only one way to measure market demand for a given region. The number of applications
processed also informs demand as seen in the table below.

DISCOUNTS
Supporting DLBA's mission of returning Detroit's blighted and vacant properties to productive use,
Disposition promotes a variety of sales initiatives. Discount Programs provide the opportunity for eligible
City employees or retirees, Detroit K-12 school employees, and Detroit Skilled Trades Employment
Program participants to utilize a 50% discount on DLBA Auction houses. Home Buyer Counseling Discount
& Community Partner-Endorsement of 20% is available to eligible participants for Own It Now or Auction
properties. Each discount request is verified by the applicable entity’s Human Resources department
or Designated Point Person (DPP) . Discounts are applied at closing. Each registered discount bidder is
limited to one discounted purchase. Bidders cannot combine or use multiple discounts.

*Data includes applications received during holiday recess.
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SIDE LOTS
In 2018, Dispositions launched a monthly District Side Lot Sale pilot. Although like Side Lot Fairs, these
events are smaller in scale and allow the DLBA to provide more direct and frequent sale services in the
community. During the third quarter, the team sold a total of 769 side lots.

PROJECTS TEAM
The Community Partnership Team and the Economic Development Team is now the “Projects Team.”
Developers and Community Partners follow the same process for property acquisition, with Community
Partners receiving a 20% discount off the purchase price. Applicants looking to acquire property through
the Projects Team may do so through the City and DLBA’s shared online application process or through
the DLBA marketing tract.
Development Update
LAND BASED PROJECTS
Since 2015, Land Based Projects enacted through the Projects Team have increased. The largest number
of proposed projects were in District / Central Region and the largest number of complete projects are
on the city’s west side.
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Community Partnership Program
The Community Partnership program continues to encourage faith- and community- based organizations
to transform the neighborhoods that they serve through projects such as home rehabilitation,
deconstruction, new construction, lot beautification, community gardens, and pocket parks.
The program guides nonprofits, faith-based organizations, and community development organizations
through the process of acquiring property from the DLBA. This program allows organizations to present
proposed projects through development plans. The plans assist the Community Partnership Team in
identifying properties and areas that will fit the organization’s goals.
To be eligible for the program, an organization must meet the following criteria.
• Headquartered in the City of Detroit
• Have a federal 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status
• Be current on its property taxes
• Not have any material blight violations or fines
• Have a letter of acknowledgment from the District Manager or City Council member where the
organization is headquartered, or its catchment area
• Work in a defined geographic target area as agreed on by the Community Partner and the DLBA, in
no case, will the project area exceed 5 square miles.
OCCUPIED PROGRAMS
Disposition’s Occupied Programs focus on providing a path to homeownership for occupants living in
DLBA-owned properties, along with returning properties to the tax roll. The tiered approach includes the
flagship Buy Back Program, Occupied Non-Profit Program, and Occupied Sales Program -- which is in its
final planning stages.
Buy Back
The Buy Back Program provides a path forward for occupants of DLBA-owned houses. It allows an eligible
occupant of a DLBA-owned property the opportunity to gain ownership of the house in which they live.
After qualifying for Buy Back and purchasing the property for $1,000, the occupant officially enters
program monitoring and must display consistent savings until their next tax bill arrives. Participants also
attend regular homeowner and financial workshops with DLBA partner organizations and must pay their
tax bill before exiting the program.
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In total, out of the 212 participants that closed on their property in 2018, 203 successfully exited the
program in summer 2019.
The Buy Back team is preparing for the summer 2020 exit events, which will consist of the 194 participants
who closed on their property in 2019.

Occupied Non-Profit
The Occupied Non-Profit Program (ONP) engages non-profit organizations and provides opportunities to
increase neighborhood stability. Currently, the DLBA works with 11 ONP partners to help occupants who
do not qualify for the Buy Back Program to transition to homeownership. Once title is transferred, the
non-profit partner provides the occupant services that include renovation, resource support, plus lease
and purchase options.
Q3 ONP Closings

As of March, the team has offered more than 800 properties to ONP partners for purchase review.
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ROD LIGGONS, DIRECTOR

The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) Community Affairs Department is committed to educating
Detroiters about homeownership opportunities through increased public engagement, spreading brand
awareness, attracting potential buyers, and educating people about DLBA programs and resources. From
traditional media to grassroots organizing, the Community Affairs team is on the front lines of the DLBA's
effort to fight blight through the rehabilitation and revitalization of properties citywide.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
In the third quarter of the fiscal year 2020, the team attended or hosted 47 community meetings,
engaging hundreds of residents face-to-face and answered more than 553 emails, addressing concerns
and connecting Detroiters with the resources they need. With an added Community Affairs Associate
and Graphics Production Associate, the Community Affairs team increased its capacity to attend events,
meet residents face-to-face, educate potential buyers, bolster social media presence, and respond to
community questions.
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Community Meetings & Presentations Attended

Community Emails Answered
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media engagement continued to grow in
likes, views and follows during the third quarter. The
Community Affairs team enhanced posts to showcase
fresh content in addition to highlighting DLBA property
listings. New posts formats include Motivational
Monday, Tip Tuesday and Fact Friday to provide
inspiration and resources for constituents. DLBA social
platforms also featured Buyer Spotlight videos this
quarter, with customers sharing their success stories.
The Community Affairs team also utilized Facebook
and Instagram Live to respond to questions from the
public in real time.
GRAPHICS
The Senior Graphics Designer
creates all DLBA fliers,
billboards, kicker cards,
and other printed materials
distributed to the community,
as well as graphics for social
media. Each department
relies on custom graphics
packages
to
publicize
programs, events, and keep
our neighbors informed. The
Senior Graphics Designer
generates fresh promotional
material for each public
DLBA
event.
Highlights
from this quarter include
work designing website
updates, new branding
for the Compliance Team,
social media templates, and
promotional materials for
Building Blocks events.
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VIDEO PRODUCTION
During the third quarter, focused on creating an extensive library of video content. The team plans to
debut the content catalogue in the fourth quarter. Community Affairs live streams reached more than
3,000 people on Facebook this quarter. Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the Community Affairs team
leveraged video and social media live events to safely connect with constituents. Paid social media
advertising boosted the DLBA’s reach and helped increase attendance at Building Block and Open House
events. The team added a new Buyer Spotlight video to the DLBA’s YouTube channel this quarter.
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TIM DEVINE, GENERAL COUNSEL

The Legal Department is responsible for the legal affairs of the Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA). The
Legal Department provides legal advice and support to the DLBA that facilitates property disposition,
remediates nuisances, and addresses illegal activity at properties throughout Detroit, helping the DLBA
achieve its goal of restoring blighted and vacant properties to productive use. The Legal Department also
represents the DLBA in a variety of legal, regulatory, transactional, and other contexts.
QUIET TITLE
The Legal Department files and oversees expedited Quiet Title Actions pursuant to extraordinary legal
authority granted to land banks in Michigan under Section 9 of the Land Bank Fast Track Act, MCL 124.759.
On September 2, 2014, the Chief Judge of the Wayne County Circuit Court issued a directive creating a
special docket allowing the DLBA to file these actions efficiently. The state land bank law and the court’s
docket order allow the DLBA to obtain Quiet Title more efficiently, quickly, and cost-effectively than
private parties or municipalities. The DLBA files quiet title actions on Land Bank properties in support of
the organization’s commitment to sell property with clear, insurable title. As such, the DLBA provides
buyers with confidence in their ownership and any investment they make in property purchased from
the DLBA. Clear title also fulfills a standard requirement of a lender providing financing secured by a
mortgage. During the third quarter of fiscal year 2020, the Quiet Title Team filed 396 quiet title actions
and obtained 257 judgments.
NUISANCE ABATEMENT
ABANDONED PROPERTIES
The DLBA established its Nuisance Abatement Program (NAP) in February 2014. The Detroit City Council
delegated non-exclusive authority to commence Nuisance Abatement litigation on February 18, 2014
(Council Action Number 23). The criteria for being designated as a NAP-eligible property include that the
property is vacant, boarded, and appears to be abandoned or neglected.
The City of Detroit Department of Neighborhoods defined the NAP Target Areas with input from members
of the community. To determine specific boundaries, the DLBA used data sources to specify areas where
NAP actions would be most effective, such as those with relatively low levels of vacancy where a limited
number of NAP lawsuits could make a significant difference to an otherwise stable block. The NAP Team
identifies NAP properties using several resources, including neighborhood surveying, and input from the
Department of Neighborhoods, community groups, and neighbors. Specific locations are then verified by
investigators, who place a large notice on the property.
In order to achieve proper service of process, the DLBA searches tax, title, and other records for each
property to determine current interest holders of record, including owners, mortgage companies, and
other liens. A NAP civil suit names current owners of record and requests abatement of the 'nuisance'
created by the property's condition. Owners or interest holders in a property who fail to respond to the
lawsuit may lose their ownership rights to the property at a hearing for default judgment.
During the third quarter, the Legal Department identified and placed notices (“posters”) on 25 properties
in 15 different neighborhoods throughout the City. These actions will result in agreements to address the
blight or in judgments awarding ownership of the properties to the DLBA to facilitate blight resolution
through its various programs.
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During the third quarter, the DLBA entered into 46 agreements with property owners to rehabilitate
their properties. Additionally, the NAP program obtained 10 default judgments and one donation of an
abandoned property to the DLBA in lieu of litigation.

Before and After, NAP Property on Old Mill Pl. Achieved Compliance in Q3

Before and After, NAP Property on Rosemont. Achieved Compliance in Q3
NAP lawsuits are an important tool in fulfilling the DLBA’s mission of stabilizing neighborhoods by
addressing blighted and abandoned property.
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DRUG HOUSE UNIT
The Drug House Unit (DHU) is a part of the NAP Team and represents a joint effort by the Detroit Police
Department (DPD) and the DLBA to help stabilize neighborhoods by addressing the use of properties
in the City for drug trafficking. The DHU receives weekly emails from DPD reporting properties where
officers found drugs and drug paraphernalia during surveillance and raids. Based on this information, the
DHU determines next steps based on the ownership of the property. If a property is privately-owned, and
more than two raids occur within a one year period, the DHU may proceed with a lawsuit. If a property is
DLBA-owned, the Legal Department’s Occupied Properties Team determines how to address occupancy
at the property based on its internal investigation into the nature of the reported activities.
During the third quarter, DPD reported 25 raids to the DHU. Of these, seven were DLBA-owned,16
occurred at privately-owned properties, and two raids occurred at one privately owned property where
the DLBA retains a reverter interest. Only privately-owned properties are eligible for DHU action, so the
DHU Team sent warning letters to 16 properties and is working with the DLBA’s Compliance Department
to address the property where the DLBA holds a reverter interest.
Of the seven raids on DLBA-owned properties, there were six addresses impacted as two of the raids were
at the same house. Of those six addresses, five investigations are in progress. Investigators determined
that the the sixth house was vacant, and it is now in the DLBA’s inventory assessment pipeline.
DHU Q3 FY2020 Results

REMOVALS
The Legal Department is responsible for the removal of unauthorized occupants from DLBA- owned
properties. Due to the impact removals have on occupants, every removal is reviewed individually and
with a high level of scrutiny. The DLBA assesses every occupant for potential Buy Back Program eligibility;
if the occupant is found to meet none of the initial Buy Back Program entry points or has been vetted and
found ineligible for the Buy Back Program, the Legal Team may go forward with removal. Buy Back vetting
will not occur if the DLBA finds there to be extenuating circumstances such as confirmed reports of illegal
activity at the property or confirmed vacancy and third-party sale. If the DLBA deems a property unfit for
habitation, the DLBA will connect the occupant to the Detroit Health Department to assist with relocation
while initiating removal proceedings. The final step in a removal proceeding is to secure the property and
return it to the Inventory Department pipeline for assessment and potential sale.
During the third quarter, the DLBA completed removal proceedings at 16 properties, including removing
occupants from one location on two separate occasions. Eviction proceedings are pending at three
properties.
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUESTS
Under the Michigan Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), MCL 15.231 et seq., all persons, except those
who are incarcerated, can submit a FOIA request to the DLBA FOIA Coordinator. During the third quarter,
the DLBA received four new FOIA requests, all of which were completed in the quarter and within the
statutory timeframes.
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KELLEY SINGLER, DIRECTOR

The Administration & Operations Departments of the Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA) directs the
day-to-day operations and centralized resources of the DLBA. Providing Human Resources, Office
Management, Information Technology, Data Solutions, and Client Services support. In addition to internal
programming, Administration & Operations supports many programs utilized by external stakeholders,
the public, and other City entities including the DLBA’s Salesforce database and buildingdetroit.org.
CLIENT SERVICES
The Client Services team strives to deliver exceptional customer service through the DLBA's call center
and lobby. Many Detroit constituents and DLBA clients require guidance navigating computer systems
and online resources. Client Services Representatives (CSR) assist with the DLBA's lobby computers,
helping clients set-up accounts and purchase DLBA properties. Many walk-in clients are senior citizens
or visually impaired, it is a pleasure to provide hands-on guidance to our internal and external clients
through information, resources, and transparency.

Detroit residents contact the DLBA's Client Services call center to purchase properties, but they also call
with concerns related to other city agencies. Using database inquiry tracking, Client Services regularly
refer constituents to Office of the Assessor, Wayne County Treasures and Register of Deeds, Detroit
Building Authority, the Improve Detroit App, Zoning and Permit, etc. The team is dedicated and resolution
oriented, working to deliver comprehensive solutions to inquiries from clients, residents, and Detroit city
agencies.
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Thousand of Detroit residents circulate through the DLBA's Lobby. As concerns regarding COVID-19 grew,
Client Services implemented a robust Lobby sanitizing schedule. To ensure the health and safety of our
clients and DLBA staff, in addition to standard evening cleaning, the DLBA Lobby was sanitized three times
a day by CSRs. In response to Executive Order 2020-15, issued March 20, 2020, the DLBA temporarily
closed the Lobby and rapidly transitioned the Client Services Call Center to 100% work from home (WFH)
operations.
The DLBA Call Center operates within cloud-based systems facilitating the Client Services team to
seamlessly work off-site. The phone system, communication tools, knowledge-base and customer records
are accessed and shared across the DLBA and external partners through cloud-based applications and
database tracking. These systems enable effective communicates, screen-sharing and cross-departmental
collaboration. The DLBA's investment in progressive technology solutions and dynamic systems expedited
a seamless WFH transition during these unprecedented times.
DATA SOLUTIONS
Data collection, organization, and analysis is critical to the functionality and forward growth of the Detroit
Land Bank Authority’s Inventory, Disposition, Demolition, and Legal departments. The DLBA’s Salesforce
database is the most comprehensive property database in the City of Detroit and the backbone of the
DLBA. Since launching in Q1 2015, its user base, both internally and externally, has constantly increased.
As City agencies discovered its comprehensive nature, the DLBA receives frequent requests to support
users from departments with diverse missions; from the Detroit Police Department to the Detroit City
Council and Department of Neighbors. The DLBA provides access and support at no cost to City agencies.
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The DLBA Data Solutions Team was well prepared for the unprecedented circumstances brought about
by COVID-19. The Salesforce database environment is mobile-friendly and cloud-based. In general,
workplace trends have grown towards encouraging work from anywhere. Additionally, Salesforce
stakeholder requirements necessitate engagement with the DLBA using multiple technologies. The
DLBA's Data Solutions has developed mobile resources for work, communication, and public engagement.
In response to Executive Order 2020-15, demands have increased in all these regards: from e-signature
technology to accessing our Salesforce database on any and all platforms. Data Solutions always strives to
be progressive and forward thinking, resulting in minimal disruption to critical work and agile responses
to unforeseen circumstances.
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DLBA WEBSITE ENHANCEMENTS
Web Team provides continual support and enhancements to the DLBA's website, Buildingdetroit.org.
Working to improve user experience and respond to DLBA programmatic and e-commerce need is central
to facilitating the DLBA's mission.
Executive Order 2020-15 and COVID-19 widely impacted DLBA programs and processes, necessitating
Web Team to find the best solutions at an early stage and resolve obstacles resulting from projects
outside the norm; effectively shifting priorities to cope with accelerated changes during these uncertain
times.
Q3 Website Enhancements:
• Update "Marketed Properties" page
• Update DLBA Policies page
• DLBA Bidsync / Salesforce / website integration for "Open RFPs and RFQs" page
• Identify and resolve website outage due to unauthorized user attempted access AWS EC2
• Update AWS root accounts and configurations
• Update AWS root accounts and configurations EC2 instance
• Implemented AWS Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
• Implemented RDS database backup snapshot
• Implemented alarm protocols for the CPU utilization using Cloudwatch
• Implemented AWS monitoring protocols using Guardduty, Cloudtrail, Cloudwatch logs
Q3 buildingdetroit.org User Traffic & Pageviews
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REGINALD SCOTT, CFO
The Finance Department continues to operate in a transformative manner aligning itself to fully support
the DLBA’s dynamic and ever-evolving operational functions. The summary below will discuss (1) March
2020 Fiscal Year to Date Revenue and Expenses - Actual versus Budget; (2) Balance Sheet Highlights; and
(3) Status Update on the Hardest Hit Fund.
March 2020 Year to Date Revenue and Expenses - Actual versus Budget
Overall Revenue for the quarter was $56.8.M versus Budget of $49.9M. Expenses were $54.8M versus
Budget of $50.4M. Budget versus Actual variances were primarily driven by timing of demolition activities
being executed relating to the Hardest Hit Fund.
March 2020 Balance Sheet Highlights
• The Balance Sheet ended strong with a working capital ratio showing that the DLBA’s current assets
exceeded current liabilities by 1.9 times.
• Restricted cash balance of $6.9M consisted of maintenance fees for over 12,600 demolitions
completed within the Hardest Hit Fund Program (inception to date), along with private donor
donations where obligations have not been fulfilled.
• Designated cash from private donors and contractual obligations amounted to $17.3M (i.e.,
Demolition, Rehabbed Programs).
Hardest Hit Fund Updates
FY20 Activity
From July 2019 through March 2020, over $45.2M was paid for reimbursable demolition expenses
relating to this program. Cash receipts from our partner, MSHDA, also exceeded $44.5M. As the program
is in the final phases it is projected that the cash flow from reimbursements will exceed the cash flow to
payments to vendors as prior year receivable balances are collected. The chart below is a summary of the
projected cash flows through the end of this fiscal year.
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Inception to Date
To date, the Hardest Hit Fund reimbursed expenses exceeded $242M and reimbursements were $224M
for direct costs only. Thanks to the ongoing support of both City Council and the City of Detroit, the
Demolition Advance Fund significantly supported vendor payments through the program. As of March
31, 2020, there was an outstanding balance of $10M that will be paid in full upon the completion of the
program – see Chart below. We look forward to our continued partnership with City Council and the City
of Detroit in eliminating blight.
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UNAUDITED YEAR TO DATE MARCH 31, 2020 REVENUE AND EXPENSES
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UNAUDITED YEAR TO DATE MARCH 31, 2020 REVENUE AND EXPENSES
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UNAUDITED MARCH 31, 2020 BALANCE SHEET
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SUMMARY OF DLBA’S REVENUE FUNDING SOURCES
Summary of DLBA’s Revenue Funding Sources
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FINANCE
GRAPHIC SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Fiscal Year 2020 – March Year to Date Revenue Summary
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GRAPHIC SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Fiscal Year 2020 – March Year to Date Expenses Summary
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